1. Networks are being increasingly used to quantify interaction patterns of a broad range of social systems ranging from solitary to eusocial species. Social behavior driving the complexity of interaction networks has important consequences towards infectious disease transmission.
The differences in the disease costs observed across the four social systems can 191 be explained in terms of the organization of their underlying network structure, 192 and its role in influencing disease transmission (Fig. 4, Fig. S2 ). Interaction net-193 works of socially hierarchical species have lower degree heterogeneity as compared 194 to solitary species, and lower fragmentation as compared to fission-fusion species 195 (Table 1) . Our disease simulations show that low degree heterogeneity and less 196 subdivided networks cause larger outbreaks for most levels of pathogen contagious-197 ness (Fig. 4) . Highly fragmented networks of fission-fusion species, and highly 198 degree-heterogeneous interaction networks of solitary species, therefore, tend to ex-199 perience smaller outbreaks than socially hierarchical species. Interaction networks 200 of social species are more subdivided than solitary species; disease outbreaks in 201 these species, therefore, tend to be smaller as compared to socially hierarchical 202 species. Interestingly, outbreaks of highly transmissible infection in highly frag-203 mented networks are more likely to turn into epidemics (Fig. 4) . This, along with 204 the negative association between degree heterogeneity and epidemic probability 205 explains why outbreaks of highly transmissible pathogen in networks of solitary 206 species (that are less fragmented than social and fission-fusion species, and are 207 highly degree heterogeneous) are less likely to turn into epidemics as compared to 208 the other social systems.
209
Behavioral plasticity of individuals in different social systems towards increasing group size 211 Since interaction networks are inherently dynamic in nature and pathogen trans-212 mission rate can vary with group size, we next examined how individuals of dif-213 ferent social groups modulate their interactions with increasing group size. We 214 identified social groups within each interaction network using the community de-215 tection algorithm as described by Blondel et al. (2008) . Only those interaction 216 networks in our database that showed strong modular subdivisions (relative mod-217 ularity, Q rel >0.3) were considered for the analysis. For each network, we calculated 218 the four following measures of behavioral response towards increasing group size -219 average individual degree, average individual strength, average pairwise strength 220 and group connectivity (see Table S1 for definitions). 
Materials and methods
We first conducted electronic searches in Google Scholar and popular data reposi- The network to the left has three low cohesive social groups, while the network to 748 the right has highly cohesive social groups where most of the interactions occur 749 within (rather than between) groups. (E) Network fragmentation, measured as the 750 log-number of the social groups (modules) present within an interaction network.
751
Shown is an example of low (left) and highly (right) fragmented network three network measures shown are the ones that were found to differ between 764 the four social systems (Table 1) . Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
765
Confidence intervals that do not include zero suggest significant association with 
